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“I’m only an amateur. I don’t know much,” Leon said with a humble smile. The Energy Convergence Circle that he formed was

not an ancient divination.

However, they both followed according to the series of the Nine Palaces and Eight Trigrams, so they do have little things in

common.

Cynthia looked at Leon deeply. She was overwhelmed and found it hard to calm herself down.

The first time when she saw Leon, she thought that he was a con man. However, later on, not only were Leon’s medicine and

alchemy skills deeply profound, but he was also brave and heroic. His martial arts were

great too.

That was one thing. At that moment, he even dabbled in ancient divination. He was learned and skilled! There was nothing he

did not know!

At that instant, Leon became even more mysterious in her heart. It even piqued her curiosity. She wanted to

learn more about him. She wanted to know what other secret abilities this man hid!

Just when Cynthia was caught up in her thoughts, Benedict and Harvey instructed the guards to carry the alchemy pot and

ingredients up the hill.

Under Leon’s instructions, the guards placed the items around the core of the circle. Then, Benedict instructed them to leave, so

that they would not disturb Leon in making pills.

Soon, it was only Leon, Cynthia, Harvey, and Benedict up on the hill.

Leon lit the fire of the alchemy pot. Out of curiosity, Cynthia volunteered to assist Leon next to him.

After everything was prepared, Leon took out the clear jadeite tablet and activated the Energy Convergence Circle. The spiritual

energy on top of the hill gradually became cyclones visible, wildly entering his body.

Looking at this magical sight, Benedict and the others were stunned. They gasped in amazement!

“Cynthia, pass me the supplementary ingredients!”

Leon took a shrub of three–hundred–year–old fleece flower root and threw it into the alchemy pot. Then, he accepted the

supplementary ingredients from Cynthia and placed them into the pot orderly.

Then, using the pure spiritual energy gathered by the Energy Convergence Circle, he inserted spiritual energy into the pot with

his finger, controlling the blending of the ingredients.

The oldest main ingredients were four shrubs. Two shrubs of the three–hundred–year–old fleece flower roots and two shrubs of

the two–hundred–and–eighty–year–old wild Panax. Those could produce four pots of the best pills.

As they say, good things were always kept within families. Leon was prepared to use those four shrubs of ingredients to make a

pot of Spirit Nurturing Pills and three pots of Energy Nurturing Pills for himself and the Shears to use.

They must surely keep the best things for themselves!

As for the other one or two–hundred–year–old main ingredients, he could make them into lesser quality Energy Nurturing Pills to

sell. This would be enough to help the company make a name for itself!

Buzz!

After half an hour, the alchemy pot gently trembled and formed into pills. A light aroma wafted out.

“It’s done!” Leon was delighted. He gradually stopped his spiritual energy flow before stepping forward to uncover the pot. Inside

lay 67 white–colored pills, glimmering and shiny. It was not of ordinary quality.

This first pot was the Spirit Nurturing Pills that Leon made, especially made for himself to use.

According to the market rate, a three–hundred–year–old fleece flower root could cost millions. On top of that, the other

expensive supplementary ingredients. In the end, he could only produce 67 Spirit Nurturing

Pills.

The cost of making one Spirit Nurturing Pill was tens of thousands!

Leon could not help but secretly stammer. Luckily, he had the support of the wealthy Shear family. If not, he would not be able to

afford to use such expensive pills!

“Leon, is this the Energy Nurturing Pill?“
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